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If you have a child who struggles with maintaining their concentration provide
them with a way to get those wiggles out while still concentrating on the main
task.  A stress ball, a squishy pencil grip, or silly putty are all options for this.
 Also, exercise bands can be fitted around the legs of a child’s chair or a kitchen
chair that your child frequently uses so that a fidgety child can bounce their legs
silently and out of sight of other children.  Exercise bands are a great option for
children who have a lot of energy!  The best fidget items fit into just one of your
child’s hands, or don’t require any hands!  Avoid items such as play-dough that
can be molded or a bouncy ball as these items create a distraction rather than a
concentration-aid. 

ADDitude Magazine has more ideas for fidget objects
at http://www.additudemag.com/adhdblogs/4/6606.html and be sure to read the
comments from others as well!

You're Invited to a Sensory Friendly Film Showing on

http://bit.ly/24EOfAl
http://bit.ly/24EOfAq


Respite Night Change in February 

A scheduling conflict for the next Respite Night on February 19th has opened
up a wonderful opportunity for families!  Alliance Bible Fellowship (ABF) is
hosting a simulcast marriage conference with Matt and Lauren Chandler,
Friday, February 19th, from 7 to 10 pm, and Saturday, February 20th,
9 am to 12 pm.  Matt will be using the Song of Solomon to speak to topics such
as:  Romance, Fighting Fair, Friendship, Sex, and Legacy.  
  
Knowing that raising a child with special needs places many extra stresses on
relationships, this is a great opportunity for couples to enjoy some relaxing,
informative, encouraging time together, while their kids are well cared for.  So,
instead of having the regular Respite Night, ABF encourages couples to come
attend the conference - which is free and will be wonderful!  Child care will be
provided, and they'll work on having some extra volunteers to help with one-on-
ones as needed.  Volunteers, please let ABF know if you can help Friday evening,
Saturday morning, or both – thanks!  Couples can register for the conference and
child care at:  https://abfboone.ccbchurch.com/form_response.php?id=115.
 Please note any special needs or considerations for your child/children so we can
make sure to have enough volunteers to accommodate the various needs.  Please
let ABF know if you have any questions.   

Saturday, February 13th @ 2:00p.m.

http://bit.ly/24EOdIB


http://bit.ly/24EOfQO
http://bit.ly/24EOfAu
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